Music-Related Electronic Resources  
(E-Books, Journals, Databases, Digital Libraries)  
Available at Mason as of October 2016

SCORES
1. LibraryMusicSource (= CD Sheet Music & Orchestra Musicians' CD Rom Library)
2. Classical Scores Library I, II, and III
3. IMSLP/Petrucci (not a Mason subscription—rather, an "open-access" website)  
   *Another free, open-access site is Choral Public Domain Library.*

RECORDINGS
1. Naxos Music Library
2. Naxos Music Library Jazz
3. Classical Music Library
4. Smithsonian Global Sound
5. DRAM (Database of Recorded American Music)
6. Opera in Video
7. Met Opera on Demand
   Others include Jazz Music Library – Classical Music in Video - American Song -  
   Contemporary World Music - Dance in Video, etc.

REFERENCES AND MONOGRAPHS
2. Oxford History of Western Music by Richard Taruskin
3. Garland Encyclopedia of World Music  
   Others include African American Music Reference and Classical Music Reference (with Baker’s Dictionary)
4. Search Mason Libraries’ Catalog for Electronic Books – we have hundreds – use this term as a SUBJECT when constructing searches (majority of subscribed e-books are NOT downloadable—this depends on vendor licensing policies)

JOURNALS AND MAGAZINES
Use Mason Libraries’ E-JOURNAL FINDER tool (under ‘articles & more’ on the home page) to access over 250 music periodicals by title– too numerous to list here.

DATABASE INDEXES
1. Music Index
2. ProQuest Music (formerly IIMP, International Index to Music Periodicals)
3. RILM Abstracts of Music Literature
4. RIPM (Retrospective Index to Music Periodicals) with RIPM Online Archive (indexes 19th- and early-20th-century music publications)
5. Oxford Bibliographies Online: Music
6. ProQuest Performing Arts (formerly IIPA, International Index to the Performing Arts)
7. IPM (Index to Printed Music)
8. IPA Source (transliterations of arias, art songs, and Lieder)
9. RISM A International Bibliography of Musical Sources (not a Mason subscription—rather, an "open-access" website showing locations of manuscripts and early editions)
10. LiederNet Archive (not a Mason subscription—rather, an "open-access" website with translations of texts to art songs, Lieder, and choral works—in most cases permission must be obtained to print these in concert programs)